Abstract-For an incomplete information system, attribute reduction is an important problem. To dealing with it, this paper proposed a new attribute reduction method based on information quantity. On one hand, this approach improved traditional tolerance relationship calculation methods using an extension of tolerance relationship in rough set theory. On the other hand, a new method was present for calculating the core attributes based on the extensive tolerance relationship, which can get core attribute set directly. And more, the method took attribute significance as the heuristic knowledge to calculate the candidate attribute expansion. Experiment results show that the method is simple and effective.
I. INTRODUCTION
Rough set theory was put forward by Prof Pawlak who was a Polish mathematician in 1980s, which is a tool to deal with uncertainty and vagueness of data [1] [2] [3] . It can effectively analyze inaccurate, inconsistent and incomplete information. Based on the perspective of knowledge classification, rough set theory processes in the approximation space and under the premise of maintaining the ability of classification. Rough set theory searches the implicit knowledge and reveals the potential rules through knowledge reduction, which does not require priori rules, avoiding the impact of personal preferences. Attributes reduction is the essence of rough set theory, which is an important research content and hot spot of rough set theory. Attributes reduction is a significant way to acquire simple expression of knowledge from the information systems by eliminating redundancy of attributes under the condition of unchanging the classification ability of original knowledge. Founding on classical rough set theory, a great deal of research has been done in complete information systems and a lot of effective attributes reduction methods have been put forward. However, in real life, due to errors of data measurement or misunderstanding or the restrictions or some other reasons, knowledge acquisition often faces with incomplete systems. There may be some objects with unknown attribute values, which greatly obstruct the development of rough set theory in practice. Thus, it is necessary to do some research for getting some methods to process the incomplete information systems via rough set theory.
There are two main approaches to deal with incomplete information systems using rough set theory [4] [5] [6] : One is the indirect approach, that is, incomplete information can be completed through some certain methods that are called data filling. The other is the direct method, that is, appropriate extensions are carried out in rough set theory to deal with the incomplete information systems. Indirect method is to deal with null values, where incomplete information system is firstly transformed into a complete information system via data filling method, and then is treated as complete information system [7] [8] [9] [10] . There are some indirect methods such as using statistical analysis to fill the null values, using other condition attribute values and decision attribute values or relationship attributes to estimate the null values, asking experts to give the estimated value of the null values in accordance with some certain conditions, using Bayesian model and evidence theory to filll the missing data. But there are many drawbacks in indirect methods. For examples, Bayesian model needs to know the probability density; evidence theory requires evidence functions, which are often difficult to get, subjectivity and arbitrariness are also big concerns in some of these methods. As the computation complexity is too high, the efficiency is extremely low. Some of these methods can not deal with incomplete information system when there are a lot of null values in information systems, and at the same time the knowledge we get may not be reliable [11] [12] [13] [14] . As the result in contrast with the indirect method, the direct method maintains the original structure of information systems, and avoids human subjectivity. Direct methods are also more effective and reliable in dealing with the situation with many missing data [15, 16] .
In information systems with massive data sets, due to huge number of attributes and examples, the attribute reduction algorithm efficiency is particularly complex. So far there is no accepted and efficient algorithm in reduction algorithms based on rough set theory [18] . In practical applications, it is required to obtain as a relative attribute reduction.
To deal with the attribute reduction in an incomplete system, deficiency of attributes reduction algorithm in reference [12] was discussed and analyzed; Secondly, tolerance relationship calculation method was improved, and then a new method of seeking core attributes was given; Thirdly, a new attributes reduction algorithm based on information quantity in incomplete information system was designed.; Finally, the example was done and shows that the algorithm is effective.
II. ROUGH SET CONCEPTS AND THEOREMS
In order to describe attributes reduction, we define some conception and prove some thorems as below.
A. Rough Set Concepts
Information System: In rough set, an information system can be represented as
Where U is the universe, a finite set of N objects
, A is a finite set of attributes, which are divided into disjoint sets, i.e. A C D = U , where C is the set of condition attributes and D is the set of decision attribute.
Incomplete Information System: Suppose information system ( ) , , , S U AV f = , where U is universe; A is finite, nonempty set of attributes; C is condition attributes set and D is decision attribute set, A=C∪D，C∩D=φ；V is value domain of A; f:A→V is the mapping from attributes to domain; If there is at least an attribute a∈C contains the null value, that is f(x, a)=*, then this information system is called incomplete information system, or it is called complete information system. Information systems often abbreviates to write as (U, A). Set B with missing attribute values, B∈A, missing values are remark as"*". Tolerance Relationship: In order to deal with incomplete information systems, the tolerance relationship is an extension of equivalence relationship in rough set. In incomplete information system ( , , , ) S U A V f = , the tolerance relationship T is defined as follow:
T is reflexive and symmetric, but not necessarily transitive. Via T, the definition of tolerance class is:
Based on the tolerance relationship, Attribute set U X ⊆ , the X lower approximations can be defined as:
Information Quantity: Give incomplete information system ( , , , )
, information quantity of attribute set C B ⊆ is defined as: 
with respect to D is defined as follow:
, P and Q are two knowledge of universe, 
Attributes Reduction: In incomplete information system ( , , , ) S U A V f = , if and only if R satisfies both the condition (1) and (2), attributes set R（ C R ⊆ ）is an attributes reduction of D with respect to B.
B. THROREMS AND PROOF Theorem 1:
Proof: Take a random ) (
, according to the definition of tolerance class, we can know that:
So we can get
as y is arbitrary. Proof finished. (
Proof: According to the condition:
we can know that
, and because
, then we , according to
according to the definition of the generalized decision function, we can know that 
is the core attribute of incomplete information system. Proof finished.
Theorem 3:
U is the total sample set with complete attribute values, ' U is the sample set that we only know the partial values. 0 '
C is the redundant attribute set, D is the decision
conclude that the information system's certainty is stable. Proof: Let any classification of the system is ( ) ( )
, where m is the number of the classification divided by the condition attribute set
it's certainty to the decision attribute class is as following:
Then we can induce the information system certainty as below formula:
Based on the above formula of the information system certainty, we can discuss the above theorem from two angles:
if ' C has only one element c, then we can regard the 
Assumed GR is a domain, P and Q are respectively the sets of equivalence relation in GR, if From theorem 5, one conclusion was obtained as below Assuming P and Q are equivalence relation of domain GR,
In order to testify that granularity is drab diminishing with attribute increasing, it is right to testify 
A. Tolerance Class Algorithms
In reference [12] , the basic idea of computing tolerance class is: when calculating each tolerance class 
We use Table I to descript the algorithm.
According to the definition of tolerance class, we can calculate that: 
B. Calculation of Core Attributes
By means of calculating Algorithm 1, we can get all
. If we can find attributes' core of incomplete information system by these
, attributes reduction will become more accurate and efficient. In detail, reference [5] analyses the conditions which core attributes should satisfy in the incomplete information system and it also prove the correctness and necessity of adding generalized decision function to solve the problem of incompatible and inconsistencies.
Algorithm 2: Calculation of Core Attributes: Input: all tolerance class
Output: core attribute set Core For 
, according to definition of attribute significance, the attribute with the biggest significance is added into R, go to step(3). The time complexity of step (1) We can see that the calculation times of step (4) to step (3) is the most in all steps of attributes reduction algorithm 3, but calculation of core attributes can greatly reduce the calculation. Sometimes, there is no need to execute step (4) at all. So in practice, the time complexity of the algorithm will be much less than 
Gt.count++; Until S=null; step 3 GR pos =null;GR neg =null; if flag=1; GR pos = GR pos ∪{G t }; Else GR neg = GR neg ∪{G t }; GR= GR pos ∪GR neg .
IV. ILLUSTRATION AND ANALYSIS

A. Illustration 1 Description
As shown in Table 1 , we can do as below.
Step1: By the caculation, we can get that :
Step 2: According to definition of generalized decision function, we can get:
Then we find that ) 1 a is not core attribute too. Go to step 3.
Step 3 : Now the attributes reducetion set } , { a and 4 a , we can get that :
From the above, calculate the information quality of attribute set R, calculation process as follows: , R is the relative attributes reduction which we want to require.
In reference [12] , it's attributes reduction algorithm can not calculate core attributes, but calculates every attribute's significance, and then computes the reduction. So it's calculation and time complexity is higher than the new one. This new method can calculate the tolerance class effectively and can acquire the core attribute directly, so there are less attributes which need to calculate the attribute significanc. In algorithm, bacause the calculation of attribute significanc is the largest, this method can greatly reduce time complexity. In this example, there is no need to calculate any attribute's significanc to acquire the attributes reduction set.
B. Illustration 2 Description
As shown in Table II , we can do as below.
In Table Ⅱ , an attribute 5 a is added into the incomplete information system. The calculation in step 1 of example 1 is still useful. We do not need to calculate again in step 1 of example 2. Firstly， change the Table S into GRS as Table III . Calculate IND(C) by the granularity formula.
According to the examples, it reduces space waste to reduce incompatible division table into compatible division table, and shorts search time. And it reduces a lot of unnecessary operations with incremental method to calculate the size.
The algorithm introduced fineness concept of knowledge granular based on knowledge granular definition, and redefine a simplified granular space to overcome the error in uncertainty system reducing, so we can reduce the uncertainty information system into compatible information system. The method not only applicable to incompatible information system, and experiments show that it can eliminate the repeat factors in original information table, and make the reduction in new simplified system. We design a new reasonable measurement granularity fineness calculation formula of attribute importance for the purpose to rapid reduce search space, and gives the recursive formula. Using this formula as heuristic information, we designed attribute reduction of which the time complexity is 2 max( ( ), ( / ) O C GR O C U C based on granularity fineness. The theoretical analysis and practical simulation results show that: the method greatly reducing waste of space; time complexity is relatively low; reduce the computation time in a certain extent, thus provide effective methods for calculating the minimum reduction. The advantage of using granularity to reduce is: making the meticulous division to the information system; working out the relatively accurate reduction. However, it increase time and space complexity undoubtedly in large list. It will be our further work to fuse the granularity fineness importance and discernibility matrix. 
C. Experiment
To test the method better, some practical data was extracted and an experiment was done, the result was as Figure 1 .
V. CONCLUSION In this paper, at first discusses the shortcomings of ordinary attribute reduction based on information quantity in incomplete information systems; And via using an important property of tolerance class, presents an improved calculating algorithm of tolerance class. This method greatly reduces the calculating complexity of tolerance class; Secondly, by analyzing the computed results of tolerance class, presents a new method of calculating core attributes based on information quantity in incomplete information system and proves that it is correct; Finally, using information quantity as heuristic information and as the condition to determine whether it is an attributes reduction, designs a new attributes reduction algorithm under tolerance relation in incomplete information system. The analysis of the realistic example shows that the algorithm is accurate and effective. This algorithm of attributes reduction can acquire core attributes directly based on the tolerance class' computation and greatly reduce the calculating complexity of attributes reduction. The algorithm also is a basis for the research of attributes reduction when there are one or more attributes adding into the attributes set of incomplete information system.
